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Abstract— This paper discuss about Apertium Platform, which is an open source shallow transfer machine translation system, 
which was initially designed for translation between related language pair . India is one of the country where various of natural 
languages are been spoken, hence our research contribution mainly focuses on one of the language pair which are mainly 
spoken in three different states of India in which the grammatical arrangement for this language pair has same format i.e. SOV. 
Telugu and Marathi is a language pair which we will be discussing in this paper. Telugu is spoken in two states i.e. Andhra 
Pradesh and Telangana where as Marathi is spoken in Maharashtra. NLP is used to make the computers to understand human 
natural languages. Based on the concept of machine translation our research paper is built on a language pair translation 
between Dravidian languages for long term use on Apertium.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
  This document describes, the Apertium platform, one 
of the open source machine translation system was 
introduced in the project, “Open-Source Machine 
Translation for the Language of Spain”. This system is 
a shallow-transfer machine translation, basically 
proposed within related language pairs for translation 
also some of its elements are used in deep-transfer 
architecture. 
Existing machine translation system available at 
present are almost foreign languages, where only one 
or two language pair for Indian languages are available 
e.g. Hindi-Urdu and some are still under construction. 
So in this paper we are introducing a new language 
pair i.e. Telugu-Marathi. 
One of the main odds and ends of this architecture 
describes that Apertium is released under open-source 
licenses and freely shared among the users. The one 
which are much interested and have the knowledge of 
computing and linguistic can easily adapt and enhance 
machine translation system for either different 
language pair or related language pair. It is important 
to open-source machine translation project sponsored 
by central Spanish Government.   
In our research we are working on the Telugu-Marathi 
language pair which follows same grammatical 
arrangement i.e. SOV (Subject-Object-Verb). As 
Apertium contains eight modules so here we will see 
how the exact translation takes place with each and 
every module. 
 
II. RELATED WORK  
 
This system proposes how we can likely generate MT 
systems which are fast for e.g. translating thousands of 
words in few second on a normal desktop, and also 

produce solution that are error free, logically 
problem-solving and fix it easily. Considering the 
related language pair ones which was discuss in 
Apertium i.e. Spanish, Galician, Catalan, where 
methodological word-to-word translation can generate 
errors  in many cases and which can be  with a quite 
fundamental analysis i.e. a morphological analysis 
tracked by a shallow, narrow and incomplete semantic 
examination, and with an proper  treatment of lexical 
uncertainties. The design of our system follows this 
approach with very interesting results. The Apertium 
architecture uses finite-state transducers for lexical 
processing, hidden Markov models for part-of-speech 
tagging and finite-state-based chunking for structural 
transfer 

A. Extensible Markup Language  
    XML is a markup language which has ability to 
exchange and use information. XML is case sensitive 
opening and closing should be written in same 
manner. In XML user can define their own tags. There 
are many tools and libraries are available which make 
easy use for analyzing data. In apertium we will follow 
xml format to do translation between language pair. 
XML documents impact on development tools of 
Natural Language Processing and annotated corpora 
because of its powerful mechanism for accessing and 
editing documents. 

B. Dictionary 
In apertium we need to create 4 dictionaries 

 Source Language Monolingual dictionary 
 Target Language Monolingual dictionary 
 Bilingual Dictionary 
 Post generation Dictionary 

 
In this language pair creation of   “Post-generation 
dictionary” is not necessary. 
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Following Fig describes the format of Monolingual & 
Bilingual dictionaries. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Telugu Monolingual Dictionary 

 

 
Fig. 2 Marathi Monolingual Dictionary 

 
Fig. 3 Telugu-Marathi Bilingual Dictionary 

 
III. SYSTEM MODULES 
 
Apertium Machine Translation consists of 8 modules 
.In these system modules we will see the independent 
working of each and every module which helps us to 
check the output at any moment and the errors in the 
translation are easily detected. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Eight modules for building up assembly line of 

shallow-transfer machine translation system 
 

C. Deformatter 
Deformatter module is the first module in apertium. It 
is used to separate text from the format information for 
translation. 
 
Command to generate Deformatter module output 
 
echo “your text goes here” | apertium-destxt 
 

D. Morphological analyser 
 
Morphological analyser module is the second module 
in apertium. The output of the Deformatter module is 
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taken as an input in themorphological analyser 
module. This module is used to know how the word is 
analyzed by the translator. To execute this module we 
need to generate automorf.bin file for both the 
languages (i.e. for Telugu.automorf.bin file and 
Marathi.automorf.bin file) 
Command to generate Languagepair.automorf.bin 
file  
 
lt-comp lr apertium-te-ma.dix telugu.automorf.bin 
 
Command to generate Morphological analyser 
module output 
 
echo “your text goes here” | apertium-destxt |lt-proc 
languagepair.automorf.bin 
 

E. POS tagger module 
 
This module is the third module in apertium. The 
output of the Morphological analyser module is taken 
as an input in this module. This module is used to 
know the output of the tagger of a source language 
text. To execute POS tagger module we need to 
generate languagepair.prob file for both language by 
using source language dictionaries. 
 
Steps to generate Languagepair.prob file 
 

 To generate tagger output first we need to 
create a folder with the name 
languagepair-tagger-data in which copy the 
corpus in the folder. 

 Create a language pair corpus 
 Pass the following command to download the 

corpus if it is available. 
 

$ bzcat afwiki-20070508-pages-articles.xml.bz2 | grep 
'^[A-Z]' | sed 's/$/\n/g' | sed 's/\[\[.*|//g' | sed 's/\]\]//g' | 
sed 's/\[\[//g' | sed 's/&.*;/ /g' > mycorpus.txt 
 

 Extract the file from the corpus by passing 
the following command 

 
$ bzcat enwiki-20081008-pages-articles.xml.bz2.part 
> enwiki.xml 
 

 To generate crp.txt file pass the following 
command 

 
$ cat enwiki-20091001-pages-articles.txt | grep -v "''" | 
grep -v http | grep -v "#" | grep -v "@" |\ 
grep -e '................................................' | sort -fiu | sort 
-R | nl -s ". " > enwiki.crp.txt 
 
To generate .crp file pass the following command 
 
$ cat enwiki-20091001-pages-articles.txt | grep -v "''" | 
grep -v http | grep -v "#" | grep -v "@" |\ 

grep -e '................................................' | sort -fiu | sort 
-R | nl -s ". " > enwiki.crp 
 

 Create a language pair.tsx file  
 Create a languagepair-unsupervised.make 

file 
 Run the following command to generate dic 

& prob files from the make file which has 
been created 

$make –f languagepair-unsupervised.make 
 The above mentioned command is used to 

create languagepair.dic and 
languagepair.prob file  

 
Command to generate POS tagger module output 
 
Echo “your text goes here” | apertium-destxt | lt-proc 
languagepair.automorf.bin | apertium-tagger –g  
languagepair.prob 
 

F. Pretransfer module 
 
Pretransfer module is the fourth module in apertium. 
This module is used to apply some changes to 
multiwords. It takes output of the third module and 
takes as an input in this module. If the multiword is not 
available then this module does not alter its input. 
 
Command to generate Pretransfer module output 
 
echo “your text goes here” | apertium-destxt | lt-proc 
languagepair.automorf.bin | apertium-tagger –g 
languagepair.prob | apertium-pretransfer 

G. Structural and lexical transfer module 
 
Structural and lexical transfer module is the fifth 
module in apertium. This module is used to know how 
a words, phrase or sentence is translated by using 
target language dictionary which is processed by 
transfer rules. 
In this module we will write a transfer rule file 
languagepair.t1x file. This file is used to generate 
languagepair.t1x.bin file 
Generate languagepair.autobil.bin by using bilingual 
dictionary. 
 
Command to generate sourcelanguage-target 
language.autobil.bin file 
 
lt-comp lr apertium-bilingual languagepair.dix source 
to target languagepair.autobil.bin 
 
Command to generate target language- 
sourcelanguage.autobil.bin file 
 
lt-comp rl apertium-bilingual languagepair.dix target 
to source languagepair.autobil.bin 
 
Command to generate languagepair.t1x.bin file 
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apertium-validate-transfer apertium-languagepair.t1x 
&& apertium-preprocess-transfer 
apertium-languagepair.t1x languagepair.t1x.bin  
 
Command to generate Structural and lexical 
transfer module output 
 
echo “your text goes here” | apertium-destxt | lt-proc 
languagepair.automorf.bin | apertium-tagger –g 
languagepair.prob | apertium-pretransfer | 
apertium-transfer apertium-languagepair.t1x 
languagepair.t1x.bin languagepair.autobil.bin 
 

H. Morphological Generator Module 
 
This module is the sixth module in apertium. 
Morphological generator module is used to see how 
the word is generated by the system. In this module we 
have to generate languagepair.autogen.bin by using 
bilingual dictionary. 
 
Command to generate sourcelanguage-target 
language.autogen.bin file 
 
lt-comp lr apertium-bilingual languagepair.dix source 
to target languagepair.autogen.bin 
 
Command to generate target language- 
sourcelanguage.autogen.bin file 
 
lt-comp rl apertium-bilingual languagepair.dix target 
to source languagepair.autogen.bin 
 
Command to generate Morphological Generator 
module output 
 
echo “your text goes here” | apertium-destxt | lt-proc 
languagepair.automorf.bin | apertium-tagger –g 
languagepair.prob | apertium-pretransfer | 
apertium-transfer apertium-languagepair.t1x 
languagepair.t1x.bin languagepair.autobil.bin | lt-proc 
–g languagepair.autogen.bin 
 

I. Post Generator Module 
 
This module is the seventh module in apertium which 
is used very often. Purpose of using post generator 
module is to fix some things like ‘a’ versus ‘an’ in 
English dictionary 
 
Command to generate sourcelanguage-target 
language.autogen.bin file 
 
lt-comp lr apertium-bilingual languagepair.dix source 
to target languagepair.autopgen.bin 
Command to generate target language- 
sourcelanguage.autogen.bin file 
 
lt-comp rl apertium-bilingual languagepair.dix target 
to source languagepair.autopgen.bin 

Command to generate Post Generation module 
output 
 
echo “your text goes here” | apertium-destxt | lt-proc 
languagepair.automorf.bin | apertium-tagger –g 
languagepair.prob | apertium-pretransfer | 
apertium-transfer apertium-languagepair.t1x 
languagepair.t1x.bin languagepair.autobil.bin |
 lt-proc –g languagepair.autogen.bin | lt-proc –p 
languagepair.autopgen.bin 
 

J. Reformatter module  
 
This module is the eighth module in apertium which is 
the last module. Reformatter module is used to 
generate the translated text. 
 
Command to generate Reformatter module output 
 
echo “your text goes here” | apertium-destxt | lt-proc 
languagepair.automorf.bin | apertium-tagger –g 
languagepair.prob | apertium-pretransfer | 
apertium-transfer apertium-languagepair.t1x 
languagepair.t1x.bin languagepair.autobil.bin |
 lt-proc –g languagepair.autogen.bin | lt-proc –p 
languagepair.autopgen.bin | apertium-retxt 

 

 
Fig. 5 Telugu-Marathi Translation 

 

 
Fig. 6 Marathi-Telugu Translation 
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CONCLUSION 
 

Thus we conclude that we have successfully able to 
implement Apertium open source machine translation 
system for our language pair Telugu-Marathi using 
LT-toolbox technique. Further extension can be done 
in this project by adding transfer rules and more words 
in the dictionaries by which it can get the exact 
translation. Also one more technique can be 
implemented i.e. HFST, which works same as 
LT-toolbox but it reduces the commands as well as 
time. 
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